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A PURPOSEFUL PSYCHOLOGY
For
RELIGIOUS EDUCATIOil
Religious Education is a much misunderstood term. In
spite of the feet thst it has been receiving more attention, and
has had a larger growth during the past tv;enty years, and more
especially during the last ten years, than any other religious
feature, yet it is variously conceived of hy the uninifiated as
relating merely to the teaching of the fact content of the
Christian Scriptures, to the extreme view of its being a modern
substitute for Chr"^ st lani ty
.
Even among professional writers on the thsrre there is
a wide difference in the terms employed in describing the subject.
DEFINITIONS
Cope's statement (1) is, "Religious Education is the
education of a religious p3rson by religious means for religious
living in a religious social order which is part of the spiritual
universe. It is training man as a child of God for the fai?.ily
of God . "
From one point of view this is an excellent statement
of the case, but it is not very illumina ti n;-- for one who is
(1) Cope: Religious Education In The Church, p . 36

2earnestly endeavoring to discover just r/h^t it :s all about; for
it depends a great deal upon what is understood by the term
"relis; ious . "
Coe (1) sums up his whole treatise on the subject by
stating, "Christian Education is the systematic critical examina-
tion and reconstruction of relations betv/een persons guided b2/
Jesus' assumption that persons are of infinite worth and by the
hypothesis of the existence of God, the Great Valuer of persons,"
This, ag^in, is -ood, but a bit too philosophical for
the mythical "man in the street:" he will want to enquire fur-
ther into the meaning of terms, Uhat does "reconstruction of
relations" mean? I7hy are persons "of infinite worth?" and what
had Jesus to say about it? And what does Religious Education
do about it in any case?
Scares makes it a little plainer when he says (2):
Religious Education ^s the dii-ected process of helping grov/ing
persons progressively to achieve the religious experience .
"
The underl?'ned phrases indicate the important items in
this definition. The only question it leaves in the mind is,
V/hat, or hor; much, is one to include in the term, "reli ious
experience?
"
Plainly, it is difficult to forraulnte a definition of
Relirious Education that will convey clearly all that the terra
(1) Coe: v/hat Is Christian Education, p. 295
(2) Soares: Religious Education, p.xvi

3is intended, by modern religious teachers, to include. The better
way, therefore, will be to turn from definitions to a statement
of the aims of Relic:ious Education, for from its aims it will be
easi'-r to determine what it is.
THE AIMS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The aims of any movement ^re those things which it
wishes to accomplish, for which it believes itself to have been
called into bein'^, which g^'ve ^' t a 'raison d'etre,' without which
it may as well not have been.
It ought to be understood at th^ outset that Religious
Education is not aimin' at something, or endeavoring to accomplish
something which is entirel;: set apart fvom other lines of educa-
tion. It aims, rathrr, to assist the general educational growth
of the child by developing the religious motive. In addition to
this it conceives of the possibility of providing something that
secular education cannot, namely/, an appreciation of the spirit
ual side of his nature.
It will be granted that this has not always been the
aim of such m.ovements as have immediately preceded the present
more definitely organized system of Reli ious Education. Begin-
ning with the period of the Reformation when children began to
be recocnized as one of the responsibilities of the Church,

4through the days of Kob?.rt .Kaikes and his atteinpts to rather in
some of the wayward children of the streets, do'7n to ovr own
Puritanism and later movements, vie may trace the following as
some of the aims and purposes of such educational agencies as
were put into operation:
HISTORICAL AIMS:
1. To evangelize- that is to convert to an open and
avowed faith in Christ as Saviour. This was a natural follow-
up of the Reformation spirit which was built up on faith in
Christ rather than faith in the Church. It is still the back-
ground of all Reli;,ious Education, but it is re-expressed in
various ways.
2. To prepare for- de^th- This was a phase of New Eng-
land r'uritsnisv.. The following verse is from the j ew England
Primer (1), a text-book of tha schools of the Church:
I in the burying ground may see
Graves shorter there than I.
From death's arrest no age is free;
Young children too may die.
My God, may such an awful sight
AwakeninF be to me I
Oh! that by early grace I might
For death prepared be.
V/e will discover that the modern idea
is to prepare the child to live rather than to die, believing
(1) Quoted from, Chalmers: The Church and the Church School,
p. 40

5that the one will remove the necessity for the other.
3. To teach the creed of the Church- Church setting;
itself against Church, the true perspective being lost. It
seemed more import^^nt thst the child should knoiv whpt the Church
believed, and believe wh-^t the Church believed, than to know
Christ, the head of the Church.
4. To teach the Bible- Before the Reformation faith
was based on the authority?- of the Church. .After the Reformation,
with its abnegation of authority, the Bible became the basis of
faith. This v/as an excellent exchange, but teaching the fact
content of the Bible is not sufficient. Knov/ledge of good men,
or even a knowledge of right and wrong is not sufficient to
influence conduct.
5. To make useful Church members- Not only to make
them a part of the church, but to make them a working part of
the church, prepared to csrry on such activities as might later
be delegated to them.
6. To teach the child- This was a rather late, but
highly important discovery, that the child is the important item,
not the book, nor the school, nor the schoolmaster. The first
statement of this truth is credited to ^estalozzi, altho long
before Jesus had "placed the child in the midst." This is a
true aim of ILeligious Education, but vague and insufficient.

67. To improve social habits- This indicates a still
later discovery, that the child is a social being and lives in a
social universe, and must acquire habits that are in accord with
his situation. This is a valid aim and must be made a part of
any system of aims that ma^r be outlined.
MODERN STATEMENT OF AIMS:
While some of the older conceptions of the aims of
Religious Education must be seriously discounted, if not entirely
discarded, there are others which must continue to hold a place
in any authentic view-point on the matter.
"Grov/th is the first necessity of education,'' says
Bower. (1) /ith this all ''.'pll readily agree, and since it is
an indisputable fact, it must necessarily- follow that the aims
of education must likewise grow and expand.
For convenience, therefore, ve will divide the aims
of Religious Education into three groups or stages of growth and
development, namely, immediate aim, resultant aim, ultimate aim.
IMMEDIATE AIM:
Regardless of any tags that may be attached to it,
education continues to be education, and education is a s^'stera
of instruction. Therefore the immediate aim of Religious Educa-
(1) Bower: The Curriculum of Religious Education

7tion must be instruction. "To secure continuous reconstruction
of experience," is Stout's statement of it, (1), but how is that
'continuous reconstruction' to take place except through instruc-
tion, unless it be through personal experience, which is again
a form of instruction, but more involved, costly, and sometimes
disastrous
.
"Religious Education is not something added to educa-
tion nor something apart from it. It is a certain quality of
education. The divine enterprise of righteousness and love is
to be carried out on this planet on which we are teaching chil-
dren to live competently and joyously, and that enterprise is
the on-going, improving society in which we are teaching the
children to be cooperative members. (2)
i7hat shall the nature of this education be? And how
shall we insure their living ' compet^^ntly and joyously' as a
result of cur teaching?
This introduces the whole subject of the curriculum
which we shall not go into here, except to note two divergent
points of vie"' with regard to it.
One view is that the curriculum should be informa-
tion-centered. The goal then becomes the religious development
of the individual, principally through a knowledge of the Scrip-
tures. This method has a good basis in past experience, for it
(1) Stout: Organization and Administration of Religious
Education
(2) Scares: Religious Education

8was largely the method of Jesus. He sought to jmpert truth,
by giving information, illustrated by those things which v/-re
familiar to the people, as in His use of parables.
It is impossible to escape entirely from this view:
for a greet part of education is the imparting of that body of
knowledge which has been gathered by many generations. The
difficulty lies in stopping at that point, as though the infor-
mation was all that was important. That w?s not the way of
Jesus. He called upon His disciples to make choices, rely upon
their experience, put into practice that which had been learned.
This indicates the second viewpoint, namely, that the
curriculum should be experience-centered. The f ornip-r conceives
of the pupil 8S passive, the latter, as active. The child must
learn to do by doing, to live by living, to be honest by having
opportunities of being honest presenter' to him.
It is to this end that Bower states (1): "If morality
and religion are to be taught effectively, that is, so that
they will function ^' n the conscious and purposive direction of
experience from within, the3.^ must be taught as an integral part
of the responses that are mads day by day, actual, concrete,
and typical situations, that life presents to the learner with
the rel-tions, functions, and responsibilities that they in-
volve .
"
(1) Bower: The Curriculum of Religious Education

9These views are both correct and the truest education
is that which is based upon them both: direct informational in-
struction based upon experience of the past, coupled i^^'th present
experience and living situations. This is the immediate aim of
Religious Education.
RESULTANT A IS/I:
To many a teacher of religion, education has had, and
perhaps has, no more significance than the imparting of infor-
mation. It rzas supposed th?t in some blind way the child v^ould
tiansf:=r the information into his own life experiences and in
some way come to be a better, more vorthy, more Ghr^'stian endi-
vidual because of the information given. It is to the glory of
God and an evidence of the far-reaching powers of the words of
Jesus and their effects upon men's minds that out of that sort
of religious teaching have come such multitudes in every genera-
tion whose lives were transformed, either as a direct or indi-
rect result of the teaching given them.
There is equal evidence of their failure, however, in
those hosts who, having at some time been "exposed" to such
teaching, failed to be in any way affected by it and drifted
away. A large part of the energy of the Church in the last one
hundred and fiftj?- years has been expended in the effort to win
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back to it some small number of those who ought never to have
been lost to it.
"Religious Education seeks to tra ^:n boys and girls,
men and women, at every strte of their growth, to become Christ-
like in thRir thou.'^hts, actions and activities. The child is
to grow up a Christian and never know himself to be otherwise.
Religious Education means the training of persons to live the
religious life and to do their work in the world of religious
persons. It must mean, then, the development of character.
Religious Education should establish God-consciousness, help
the individual to realize world-citizenship, foster the idea
of service, mutual helpfulness, and good will to all men every-
where, as exemplified by Jesus Christ." (1)
"As a teacher you aim, then, to develop personality.
You want your pupil, not to simply knov/, but to live Christian-
ity There is but one test of a te-^cher's work 'hat
sort of a person have you helped him to become?" (2)
These t.vo statements indicate what should be the re-
sultant aim of all religious instruction. It is the building of
personality, the establishment of character. "Charactsr is the
sum of man's tendencies to conduct." (3; Religious instruction
must be such as to determine conduct. Unless it does so it is
futile. Conduct is bound up in one's motives, attitudes, habits,
(1) H. L. LeSourd, Lecture course in Administre t ion , 1929
( 2 ) V/e i gl e : The Fup i 1 , p . 5
(3) Drake: Problems of Conduct, p. 96
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skills, relationships, ideals. These must all be so shaped by
his religious education that it will be safe for a second per-
son to predict just hov/ he v/ill react under a given situation.
Conduct tells the whole tale. There is not goodness, right-
eousness, morality, apart from conduct. "Imputed goodness must
be judged by the kind of conduct ^t yields." (1) "By their
fruits ye shall toon them."
"Character is not mere knowledge; it is a compelling
belief in certain loiowledge which forces action, and thus, taken
with environment, determines the conduct of individuals ." (2
)
ULTIMATE AIM:
We have not yet said :he last word. ' 'e have spoken of
education as religious, but there are many types of religion,
and most of them, if faithfully'- followed, will determine conduct,
will develop character. Our religion is Christianity, based upon
and taking its name from ^esus of IJazareth, who is the Christ.
If we are true to our relirion vie must build it about the person
and personality of Christ. Thus we say we aim to build Christ-
centered lives.
The orthodox Christian believes that Christ is the 3on
of God, on an equality with God in pow^^r, glory, and majesty:
that He is the central figure of all sacred revelation, whether
(1) Drake: . roblems of Conduct, p. 96
(2)Pierce: The Philosophy of Character, p. 12
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written or created; that he was the initial a^^ent in creation;
that the old Testament prepared the v/ay for Him, that the j;ev/
Testament is a true record of so much of Ki s words and so many
of Kis deeds as remained outstanding in the minds of His dis-
ciples 7»'hen the time came for the.:: to write doivn what they had
seen or heard. Christ is central to it all.
The lilDeral Christian thinks of Jesus as his .".'aster,
the Great Teacher, the greatest .'..an xvho ever lived; One about
whom much tradition has been built up, but who in his ov/n life
and teaching was flawless, and is worthy of being given first
place in one's life. Again it is Christ at the center.
Thus, in any case feith is Chri st-centei-ed . The ul-
timate aim of Religious Education, then, is to make Christ cen
tral to ev?r.y individual life.
Do we teach the necessity'- of the maintenance of health
and physical fitness? (1) It should be on a basis of our rela-
tionship to Christ and our usefulness to Kim. Do we emphasize
the right use of leisure time? It is because in dishonoring
ourselves we are equally/- dishonoring Kim. Do we urge the devel-
opment of definite social relationships? Christ is the great
socializing agent. The word 'service' practically?- loses its
meaning without Kim. Do vie str-ive for effective membership in
the Church? The Church is Kis instrumentality upon earth for
(l}(The ultimate aims of Religious Education as indicated
by Stout: Administration of Religious Education,
Chapter III
.
)
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the extension of His teaching and as Church members we bear a
definite relationship to Him. I'/e will then have "Christian life
and character finding adequate expression in all of life's re-
lationships," and Christ will be at the center of each individual
life.
THE IMPORTANCE OF A PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
IVHAT IS PSYCHOLOGY?
According to the dictionary Psychology is "the stud^?-
of the human mind or soul, and its operations." This would
scarcely be accepted now as a suffic-'ent definition by any type
or school of psychologists: since psychology has come to be one
of the ler^ding sciences it has outgro'/n etymological distinc-
tions and restrictions. Professor ' /a tson( 1 ) , in pointing out
the difference between his idea of psychology and th?t of James,
rilcDougall and oth-=^rs, claims that the eai'lier school has made
"consciousness" the subject m.atter of psychology, ?;hereas he
holds that psj'-chology is a study of the "behaviour or activities
of the human being." Miss Calkins(2), taking the earli^-r viev7,
adds that consciousness is actually "somebody-being-conscious,"
and, "th?re nav?r is thinking unless so'ne one thinks," where-
fore she defines psychology as "The science of the self in rela-
(1) V/atson: Behaviourism, p.l
(8) Calkins: A First iook In Psychology, p.l
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tion to, or conscious of, its environment."
Professor '.iarren( 1 ) , holding both an introspection-
ist and behaviourist ic attitude, says that "human psychology
is the systematic stud;,^ of men's daily experiences. It is not
merely a description of our doings, feelings, and thoughts, but
an attempt to discover why we act and feel and think as we do."
PSYCHOLOGY IN SECULAR EDUCATION:
It was when educators began to understand that there
was a "why" in psychology that they began to take it seriously
in the realm of education.
Professor Thorndike was one of the first to re3l"'ze
that there was a connection between psychology and learning,
and that possibl.y some value could be realized by their combina-
tion. This is the gist of what he had to say about it: (2)
"Psycholog.y is the chief contribution to an under-
standing of the materials of educ a 1 1 on
.
"As agriculture depends upon chemistry and botany, so
education depends upon physiology and ps.ychology.
"A complete science of psychology would tell every
fact about one's intellect; would enable us to use hum.an beings
with the same surety as we use chemical elements.
"Psychology contributes to the knowledge of methods
(1) ^'/arren: Elements of Human Psychology, p.l
(2) Skinner, Gast and Skinner: Source Book in Educational
Psychology, Chapter 1, section 41.
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of teaching by discover"^ n£ the lav/s of humRn n' ture. Books,
maps, and other apparatus cannot be successfully used apert
from the human n?ture which they are to act upon.
"Psychology explains why one method succeeds better
than another.
"By its processes of measurement, psychology tests
and verifys or refutes the claims of any educational method.''
As an example of the importer.ce of psychological
experiment in the field of education we may refer to the prin-
ciple of transfer of training. It had been generally held by
educators that instruction was education regardless of the na-
ture of it or the subject matter studied. That is to say,
they believed that the mind or the mental processes profited
by any activity to which it was subjected and that practice in
one field tended toward facility in another. Training in Latin,
for "instance, was held to be valuable for one studying to be an
engineer, because his mind would be more alert for the mathema-
tical formulas he must master. 3y experiment and investigation,
psychology went into this field of the transfer of training to
discover to what extent the theory held true. .'hat they wished
to determine was: does practice in perceiving, memorizing, or
reasoning with one type of subject matter improve that mental
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process in general? Can we improve memory, perception, imagina-
tion, reasoning in all fields by practice in one?
Professor Gates(l), in reporting the findings in some
of these studies, states, "Investigations of the effects of the
training of memory for one kind of material have shovm a trans-
fer of improvement to memorizing other kinds of material that
is seldom great, usually between five and fifteen percent.
Often it is less than five p-rcsnt and occasionally zero or
nega t ive .
"
He goes still further with the discussion to show
that where there is transfer, it is in those functions which
have as factors identical elements. Therefore it is deter-
mined that if generalized school training is to be of value in
the affairs of dailjT life the child must learn to do 8 thing,
as nearly as possible, in the same way in v/hich he will later
utilize it.
This is but one example of what psychology has done
for education; numberless others could be cited, but th' s suf-
ficient to .Jive a hint of the important relationship existing
between them in the modern day.
PSYCHOLOGY IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION:
Religious Education has never attempted to be some-
(1) Gates: Psychology for Students of Education, p. 358
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thing apart from educ??tion in general. It has endeavored to
follow along the same lines, though often trailing f-^r behind
in making advances into new methods.
But psj'-chology could not be ignored. It has not re-
mained in any particular or specified fields of investigation.
It has flowed out into every phase of life. 'i7e have the psy-
chology of salesmanship, of advertising, of medicine, of social
service, of religion, etc.
Religion has been one of the fruitful fields for
psychological inquiry; for it has been able to determine the
causes of many of the aberrations of the human mind, as well
as to give 'intellectual respectability' to many beliefs which
had been held only on a basis of faith or of common sense.
Because of its double point of contact, through both
education and religion, Religious Education v/as soon forced to
take account of the rising tide of thought, and discover just
where it stood, more especially in the religious relationship,
for there began to be a variety of methods or S3'-stems of inter-
pretation of psychological phenomena.
These systems, together with their contribution to
religious thought and educational progress, we must now proceed
to investigate.
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TWO SCHOOLS OF PSYCHOLOGY CONTRASTED
There are tv/o schools of psychology. Some- one may
criticize this statement by saying, 'not only tno , but many.'
This might seem to be true since each outstanding psychologist
appears to hr.ve a particular brand of his own, a slirht varia-
tion of interpretation, or line of approach which differenti-
ates him from all others. Trofessor Murchison of Clark Uni-
versity, in arranging the :'owell Lectures, ivhi ch v/ere published
as the "Psychologies of 1925, " v/ould seem to indicate six
groupings, dividing them as follov/s: Schools of Behaviourism,
Dynamic Psycholo.y, Gestalt, Purposive Groups, Reaction Psy-
chology, and Psychologies called 'Structural.'
Doctor Squires(l) meets this difficulty by drawing
analogies v/ith other fields of inquiry. As in the plant world
there seer.s to be such a multiplicity of types and species, yet
botanists group them under the general headings of flo\^^/ering
and non-f lov/aring plants. In the realm of religion there is
the sharp distinction between the Catholic and Protestant
groups, while in philosophy we find a definite cleavage between
the Realist and Idealist bodies with all brands of philosophy
falling into one or the other. He continues:
"Perhaps enough has been said to make it clear that
the psychologists of the world may be grouped into t'7o opposing
(1) Squires: Psychological Foundations of Religious
Education, pp.25, 24
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schools of thought providing a differentiating principle suf-
ficiently fundamental can be shown to exist. In the present-
day condition of psychological science there are many points
at issue. Is there any issue so import^^nt and so basic that
it establishes a line of cleavage setting one school of psy-
chologists on the right and another on the left?"
That there is such a cleavrge he goes on to prove,
but for a direct answer to his question we may tui'n to Tro-
fessor LicDougall( 1 ) who, in writing a preface to his "Outline
of Psychology," states;
"The two principle alternative routes are: 1. that
of mechanistic science, which interprets all its processes as
mechanical sequences of cause and effect, and 2. that of the
sciences of mind, for which purposive striving is a fundamental
category, which regard the process of purposive striving as
radically different from mechanical sequence."
V/e have, therefore, ample warrant for indicating two
schools of psvchology, and these we shall now examine to the
end of discovering their underlying principles, their advan-
tages, their shortcomings, and their contribution to the field
of Religious Education. They will be indicated as the Mechan-
istic School and the Purposive School.
McDougall: Outline of Psychology, p.vii
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THE MECHANISTIC SCHOOL:
1 . Its Principles
:
McDougall(l) goes still further, to say, "All the
varieties of psycholocjr which propose to replace the hypothe-
sis of a mind, a soul, a self, a sub.^ect, an experiencer, by
that of a brain or a bodily organism workin. on strictly me-
chanical or physiC'^^.l principles (that is to say, behaviourism,
sensationism, associationism, preser. tat i onism
; ,
may be conven-
iently classed together as mechanistic psychologies."
It is this groupin", then, that we sre first to exam-
ine. They profess to believe that all the variations of human
conduct can be satisfactorily and sufficiently explained through
a proper understanding of the nervous syster, , of necessary re-
sponses to nerve stimuli. a nervous impulse enterin?: from any
of the numerous end organs of sense, reaches the brsin and im-
mediptely passes out over certain predetermined lines, which
having becorne so clear-ly estsblished, afforcl a natural path of
least resistance, and the resulting action s purely mechanical,
as much so, indeed, as any mechanism that can be imagined.
This being the case no allowance is made for any in-
ward attitude which is capable in any v/a;/ of interfering with
this stimulus-response situation, either to prevent or change
the resulting action.
(1) ilcDougall: Outline of Psychology, p . 30
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Professor John B. '/atson is an extremist in this
view, but he is popul^rlj^ conceived of todey a:-; having the
last word on thin£;s psychological. Ke denies the possibility
of any p-rson looking 'vithin themselves, introspecting, and
saying what they hpve thought, whs. t they have felt.
"Behaviourisni holds thst the subject matter of human
psychology is the behavl our or activities of the human being .
Behaviourism clairns that 'consciousness' is neither definable
or a usable concept. "(1)
Moreover, the behaviourist "dropped from his scien-
tific vocabulary all subjective terms such as sensation, per-
ception, image, desire, purpose, and even thinking and emotion
as they were subjectively defined. "(2)
Of thinking -/atson says further, "Thought then is a
form of general bodiljr activity just as simple (or just as
complex) as tennis playing. The only difference is v/e use the
muscles of our throat, larynx and chest instead of our arr^s,
legs and trunk. If we could actually se? the play of muscles
of the chest, throat and larynx when we think, no mystery ever
would have grown up. "(3)
Thus the behaviourist's platform is laid down. He
will have nothing to do with anything he cannot observe. Ke
utterl}^ condemns the methods of introspection as being unsci-
(1) Uatson: Behaviourism:, p. 3.
(2) Ibid. p. 6.
(3) V/atson: How iVe Think: A Behaviourist's View,
Harper's Llagazine, June 1926, p. 40
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tific, unpsychological
,
impossible. Everythint? in human conduct
may be explained in terras of man's behaviour, and that behav-
iour is mechanical, habitual. Thinking is not a brain activity,
but entirely laryngeal. Consciousness, if there is such a thing,
is the result of activity, not the cause of it. Emotion, as
commonly thought of does not exist, it is merely the result of
certain visceral habits that have been formed.
2 . Its Advantages
:
Dr. Brightraan( 1 ) , in his evaluation of various types
of psychological investigation points out some of th=-^ advan-
tages of behaviourism, as representative of the extreme mechan-
istic point of view: All philosophers and psj'-chologists use
behaviourism as a m.ethod. It is the only method of gathering
data about the consciousness of others. It is in close accord
with the later developments of biological science. Behaviour
is a public matter, understood by everyone, observable by all.
It provides a way out for the perplexint; mind-body problem., in
identifying mind and hody as one. It avoids some of the defects
of earlier lines of inquiry.
3. Its Shortcomings:
The best th-t can be said for behaviourism is that it
(1) Brirhtman: An Introduction to Philosophy, pp. 133-186
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is 8 useful and interest! n.:- method of psychological rese^^rch.
Beyond that it shares the shortcominrs of all mechanistic con-
ceptions, some of which are:
a. The new is not so new— I.'echanism is commonly
represented as being not only the la.t word, but the best word,
because t Is the newest word in psychology. Its restatements
may be couched ^n new terms, but the background of it is gen-
erations old. 3quires(l) points out thpt it is as old as the
type of nrterialism v;hich some generations a£o declared that,
"The brain secr-tes thought as the liver secretes bile," and
holds relationships with the German physiologists vfno held that,
"onlj'" phosphorous can think."
Newness, moreover, is not always a measure
of value. IJew ideas may be in error as v/ell as old ones, and
those thTngs which have been believed, stated and restated, and
still held by intelligent persons, after centuries are not to
be lightly cast aside.
b. It is not scientific-- The basic tenet of all
scientific "inquiry is th^t it uses every known pud available
method in investigation. Here the mechanist fails. He goes
forth on the declared assumption that consciousness does not
exist, therefore he need not be interested in it, nor concerned
about the methods of introspection. "V/hat has been called
(1) Squires; Psychological Foundations of Religious
Education, p. 40
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experience or consciousness may occur or exist f or all 1 know
or care . Eut I am not interested in it. I am concerned to
understand only human behaviour. I know that all behaviour is
mechanically determined by reflex processes; let me get on with
the study of 'conditioned reflexes .
'
( 1 ) Thus does Vptson rid
himself of this troublesonie question.
Dr. Morton Prince(2) quotes the old Harvard
professor who, in response to the question, "Supposing that
fact and theory don't a^^ree, what then?" demanded the answer,
"So much the worse for the fact, Sir." Br. Prince adds: It seems
to me that this is practically the standpoint of the behaviour-
ists (of one type) and constitutes an error."
c. It brings about loss of values-- i^echanism
"rubs out all di versi tj?' , concreteness
,
individual'! ty, qualita-
tive discontinuity and novelty or create veness ." (3
)
d. It does not rightly/- describe life— Professor
Llarlatt, in his course, An Introduction to Philosophy, points
out the following list of errors of the mechanistic psychology:
1. In its attempt to explain mental states
by describing the physical acts whi^h manifests ther.:, behav-
iourists only ask what happened, not how it happened, or why.
2. It reduces thinking to the attempt of
the organism biologically to adjust itself to its environment
(1) Squires: Psychological Foundations, p. 25 (• noting)
(2) Psychologies of 1925: Lecture by Dr. Prince, p. 211
(3) Lei hton: Man and the Cosmos, p. 259
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and consciousness to a. mere succession of physiological reac-
tions behind ivhich are no purposes, and beyond which are no
values
.
3. It rests on the empiricistic or sensa-
tional point of view which demands sensible data as the only
valid source of values, and holds that an explanation of their
origin explains them.
4. Its outstand ing error is, then, its
basic assumption thr-t life is disjointed units of stimulus and
reaction, rather than a coh'^rent whole of situation and re-
sponse .
e. It destroys moral responsibility-- The final
and most salutary criticism is this, that it relieves the in-
dividual of any sense o"" moral responsibility. I am. not m^erely
wh=^t I appe'"'r to be,-- so we may interpret the mechanistic at-
titude— I am, rather, the result of my neural processes. To
the world in ^::eneral I may appear to be a liar, thief, a
charlatan, a libertine,- but I an net responsible. Impulses
are from, without and I cannot prevent them, or they are from
within, organic, and I cannot control them. They travel over
paths that are predetermined and preestablished , I have nothing
to do with it. Therefore I may be good or I may be evil, but
in either case it is not a matter of choice, I am what I must
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be— it is so ordained.
.rofetsor 'arlatt supports this criticism
in the following \70i"ds : "The universe is either mechanical or
intelligent, eithar machine or God. If t is mechanism there
is no freedom, no reason, no ethics; everything:; is equally
necessary, and so neither false nor true, neither good nor bed.
There is no choice, no freedom, no charact r, no morality ." (1
^
Profeisor ::cDoug!?ll provides a fitt"'ng
sumraar.y(2; : "It is said that he who hesitates is lost. But
sometimes it happens that he who hesitates is saved, especially
when it is a question of dashing down a steep slop?. Let the
beginner in psychology/ who hesit:=tes at the brink of the slope
that lea^^s to m?terialism and a rigid cletermirnsm look round
again and criticall;- survey the ground. Let him also look down
the slope; and '.here in imagination he may see the sturdy fig-
ure of T. H. Kuxley, struggling in vain in his old -^-ge to lay
the specter he had so confidently helped to create; there also
he may descry the forloi^n figure of Herbert Spencer, once ac-
claimed the kin. of mechanists, but now remembered at the
author of a ' chromo-philo sophy ' of scandalous vagueness. i,et
him turn and look up'-'ard, and he will see the serene figures
of Charles Darwin and Newton and Faraday, of Herman Lotze, of
Leibnitz and Plato and Wordsworth, and of all the great poets,
(1) r.'arlatt: Class lecture ^' n ^ocial Ethics
(2) McDougall: Outline of Psychology, pp.29, 30
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an august company of p:r8at men who refused to 'lay the intel-
lect to rest upon a pillow of obscure ideas,' whose voices
still ring down the ages, insisting that L.an is more than
mechanism and may yet be master of his fate."
4. Its Contribution to the Field of Religious Education:
Mechanistic psychology has been presented above as
consisting, mostly, if not entirely/, of shortcomings. This must
not be urged too far. It has some good points, even for Relig-
ious Education. Ther-e are, in fact, schools of Religious Educa-
tion based entirely upon this psychology. They believe they
have the right view-point.
Mechanism tends toward naturalism as well as behav-
iourism, i'ja tural ism , while including some undesirable elements
has supplied some lacks in the curriculum of Religious Education-
a. l.'hile it has tended away from G-od, it has
turned the mind toward I'lan, has emphasized the social life and
social responsibility; this has been good.
b. The older t^fpe of curriculum was based upon
the teaching of facts and the establishment of impressions;
the new psychology presents experience as mo:^e important than
facts, and expression as superior to impression. This also has
its value and ought to be incorporated into psychologies of
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Religious Education.
c. In emphasizing the natural rather than the
supernatural it has brou;j;ht about more adequate and intelligently
satisfactory interpretations of events which were form^rlj^ con-
ceived of as unintelligible except from the view-point of the
supernatural. This, if not carried to an extreme is beneficial.
d. From the side of the behaviourists there has
come the emphasis on habit— (/atson's conditioned reflex:
"each unit of the habit is a conditioned reflex. "(1) Thus, as
more and more conditioned reflexes a; e built up, habit after
hab^t is established. This, when related to the learning pro-
cess, means that learning can come to be a matter of habit.
This is based upon the stimulus-response theory of the nervous
system. The reaction to each stimulus makes the neural con-
nection more permanent, makes the next reactTon the easier.
"Learning tr.kes place only during activity/; it is never a pas-
sive process of absorption but on the contrary a very active
process of reacting i/henever a modifiable connection
between a situation and a response is exercised, other things
being equal, the strength of that connection is increased ."( 2
)
The teacher of religion who has an understanding of the place
of habit in the learning process and can put it ^nto play will
exercise a distinct advantage over one v;ho does not employ it.
(1) V/atson: Behaviourism, p. 166
(2) Gates: Psycholo'-:y for- Students of Education, pp. 207,
8
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THE PURPOSIVE SCHOOL:
This is the school which we found LIcDougall indicating
as the second principle alternative route, "The science of mind,
for which purposive striving is a fundamental category, which
regards the process of purposive striving as radios lly different
from mechanical sequence ."( 1
)
Doctor 3quires(2), in further explanation, says, "Mem-
bers of this group believe that we cannot dispense with the
conception of a soul or self which is the conscious subject of
experience. They hold that consc ^'.ousnsss is real and that it
has power to influence human conduct. For them much of human
behaviour, and more especially human behaviour ^n its ethical
aspects, is not the result of physical laws working mechani-
cally, but the result of psychic laws working purposively. They
believe that purposive striving is a potent element in human
conduct and that it is specifically different from mechanical
response to stimuli."
1 . Its Principles
:
The differences in methods of research ai'e differences
in extent rather than of kind. The purposive psychologist mal.es
use of observation, experimentation, measurement, as does the
mechanist. But to this he adds that method, vi/ithout which he
(1) rcDougall : Outline of Psychology, p.vii
(2) Squires: Psychological Foundations of Religious
Education, p. 25
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considers it impossible to interpret all human experience and
activity, namely, introspection, or the looking at one's own
inner experiences, as well as ascertaining what have been the
inner experiences of others, thereby discovering the influence
of thought, consciousness, and choice, in determining, th-rt is,
caus i ng
,
behaviour rather than emerging from it.
This theory and method carries v/ith it an essential
fact. If psychology is understood as "The science of con-
sciousness," it must be readily adm^itted, as giss Calkins ob-
serves, that, "Consciousness alwaj'-s is a somebody-being-
conscious. There is never perception ivithout a somebody who
perceives, and there never is thinking unless some one thinks.
And this somebody is not an isolated self, but a self that is
affected from without and which expresses itself in its behav-
iour. "(1)
Further in this same connection, r.'iss calkins, writing
in the American journal of Psychology, assigns four reasons v/hy
the self has not been universally discovered by all experimen-
ters in introspection as it has been by some
:
a. The self, being always present, I am unatten-
tive to it, as one fails ordinarily to note the pressure of
one's clothing.
b. Systematic introspection has concerned itself
(1) Calkins: A First Book in "sychology, p.l
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mainly with sensational experiences and with thought, whereby
one often fails to name the uneraphasized consciousness or self.
c. The character of the specific directions
given to introspectors , which seldom make mention of the self,
therefore he records his introspection in the terms most fa-
miliar to hi-^, those of selfless ps^^'chology
.
d. Conceptions of introspection and of report
often virtually or explicitly exclude all ref-rencs to the
self. The self is accordingly foredoomed to perpetual exile
from psychology.
In view of all this it is perhaps the more
surprising that the self has played any role at all in techni-
cal psychology, that that m.any psychologists should fail to
record its presence. (1)
2. Its ^Advantages :
\/ith this view of the principles, and something of
the problems, of purposive psychology, e move on to discover
its advantages over the mechanistic system;
a. It is ancient and honor.-ble—
Almost from the dawn of recorded history
man has thought of himself as capable of making purposive
choices, and the results of that belief have had large bearing
(1) American Journal of Psychology, v. 26 (1915), pp. 495-524,
art.. The Self in Scientific Psychology, by L'.IV. Calkins

in the progress of civilization alonr moral and ethical lines.
Socrates and Plato built upon it, the G-reelTS lived by it, the
Hebrei? prophets preached it through many generations while
building up a spiritual ideal ivhich mi' ht make possible the
coming of the I'essiah, ?/ho in the person of Christ practiced,
exemplified, and eventually died for this same belief.
b. It promotes freedom:
"Are ive men or robots?" -sks Professor ;;cDougall,
in his Powell Lectures. (1) If mechanism is true we are not
free, but slrves, not capable of choice, but victims of blind
necessity. Ke adds, "Let u^.^ continue to use the working hiT'po-
thesis that they are not robots; let us cheerfully go on as-
suming that men are what the;.'' seem to be, narael;'-, purposive
intelligent agents, striving with some success to ii.iprove them-
selves and the conditions of their life in this strange world,
imd let us continue to assurne t.-at children and an i m a Is exhibit
in their lower degree the s-re principles of action. ^or th?t
is the profitable way, the wa.y of progress in psychology ." (2
)
c. It promotes morality:
If we h'^ve the pr-^vilege of choice then we may
be held responsible for our choices. Good and evil become an
individual matter. One cannot blame fate or mechanical neces-
sity for his own purposing. Hence, being responsible, he must
(1) Psvchologies of 1925: -ien or Uobots, p. 273
(2) Ibid., p. 305

take heed to his actions, be governed by the lav/s of ethics and
morality, live the good life or tpke the consequences. "I;:an
views his Impulses in relation to a permcnent and total good...
Moralit." is the const'^nt chastisement of feelin^r by reason
Virtue is not a spontaneous natural growth, still less an
original endowment of nature. "(1) .":orality ?^nd virtue pre the
result of individual choice.
d. It raises man above the beast:
A scientist or psychologist is not necessary to
tell the rr.an in the street that he different from the ani-
mal. This difference results from man's freedom of choice.
Ke need not follou blind impulse, he is a conscious being.
Experiments with some of the higher anim.als such as those con-
ducted by rrofessor Kohler(2) would indicate that even they
have an element of consciousness, reason, activity based on
purpose. The principle distinction v/hich man can claim is,
then, that is is a self-conscious being, he is a someone-
being-conscious
.
e. It is a basis for atta"^nment of character:
"If philosophy and psychology are more than
m.ere pernicious pastimes, they must furnish the fundamentals
for a sound theory of character If the mechanistic view
of life is true, of course the lelief that ideals or theories
(1) Seth: Ethical Principles, pp.193, 249
(2) Psychologies of 1925: Intelligence of ..pes, pp. 145-162
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of conduct are efficacious in the processes of reolity is an
illusion Character is not mere knowledge; it is compel-
ling belief in certa-'n knowledge which forces action, deter-
mines th'- conduct oT indi dUr? Is The word character
implies some judgment of values. .\ true estimate of character
involves a knowledge of the goal for which one should strive...
....Character, then, is the more or less unified mass of all
the elements of personality. It implies that a person is a
moral agent, and thus free from outward compulsion, whose acts
are of eternal \7orth."(l)
f. It permits of a self or soul:
Not a soul according to the ancient conception
of it, but a self, by which Is meant, "a reality which is
basal to raany conscious experiences, that Is ideas, mental
processes, etc in which is recog nized ell the rich content
of actual experience ."( 2
)
Kiss Calkins makes a telling count for the
existence of the self in h r article in the Journal of Fhilos-
ophy(3), in which she answers Professor 'barren's previous
article entitled, "A Studj?" in Purpose," in which he sets forth
his thesis of ' Ant icipatorA/- response,' declaring that, "The
reaction of a raccoon in a maze, a chicken in the presence of
corn, the suckling instinct of the babe, rre merely mechanical
(1) Pierce: The Philosophy of Character, pp. 1-17
(2) Philosophical iteview, v. 17 ( 1908 ), pp . 272-280
(3) Journal of Philosophy, v. 14 (1917), pp. 197-200
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reactions to s.n ant'cippted stimulus, a stimulus not yet wholly
present .
"
Miss Calkins' challenging reply is, "Here is the
decisive error in his theory: As mere mechanism no or^vanism can
be conceived of fs reacting to future, that is, to as y-t non-
existent stimuli. Only a self, never a mechanism, can 'find
meaning' or anticipate. The conception of human purpose as a
form of mechanical behaviour is herev/ith discredited."
g. It encourac-es belief in a personal God:
"If man is a conscious being who chooses, wills,
thinks, the epistemologi ca.l question arises as to hovi things
can becoTTie thoughts of things. The ansv/ r is-- by being
thinkings of a Thinker whose thoughts are things. This -^"mplies
that the 7orce behind the universe is rational as pei'sons are
r?tional: that it has intelligence, personality; th^nt it is
personality, God.(l)
3. Its Shortcomings:
Although we have ende-^vored here to display the pur-
posive school of ps;/Ghology as cont' ining all that is worth-
while and desirable, '.-'e ought not by any means to give the im-
pression that it is or has been a perfect system without faults,
v/ithout shortcomings. As this is not true of 8.ny othrr branch
(1) I.Iarlatt: Class Lecture in ' ^etaphj^'S i cs
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of inquiry, so could not be true of this, ./hat -'e heve tried
to indicate is this-- thr t man, being human, having hum^n de-
sires, hopes, fears, ambitions; having also those lower striv-
ings which relate him to the animal and against v/hich he must
battle, is a creature v/ith certain distinct needs and given to
certain types of conduct. \/e further hold that purposive sti-iv-
ing, and those other psychological principles v/hich together
form the system of the purposeful school seem more nearly to
answer the needs of man's nature and more adequately to describe
and account for the peculiarities of man's conduct, than does
any other system that has as yet been conceived of.
Had it been perfect perhaps all the other v-rieties
of attempts of improvment upon it ivould not have ai'isen, since
it was first in the field. It has suff-r-d from the mere ff^ct
of its age, for during centur^'es it has been burdened with all
the ideas I'.rhich men's minis conceived of as being in harmony
with its general principles. Perhaps its greatest handicap, at
least in recent times, has been the mediaeval interpretation or
description of that almost indefinable something which is the
essence of the individual, that vhich constitutes him a person,
v/hich we no?/ describe as the self, buw which was called the
soul, and variously described as spirit, spiritual substance,
etc. Self psychology and personalis tic philosophy have now
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served to rescue and give it intelligent footing once more.
4. Its Contributions to Relip;ious Education:
These contributions are num-^rous: V7e will pr?,rticu-
larly note these four: Directed Instinctive Tendencies, The
Establishment of Ideals, The Dynamic of a God-Consciousness,
The Hope of Immortality. These will be briefly treated in
the next section.
AIDS TO RELIGIOUS EDUCATION UNDER A PURPOSIVE SYSTEM
1. Directed Instinctive Tendencies:
In his study of instincts i'cDougall makes some lead-
ing stptements which we will adopt as the basis of our inquiry
into their nature -^nd vnlus:(l)
"Instinct ^s a netive or inborn capacity for
purposive action."
"V/e may properly call 'instinctive' those ac-
tions of animals which seem to be purposive and which sre per-
formed independently of previous experience of simil&r situa-
tions . "
"Instinctive action, r?ther than reflex action,
is the key to the understanding of human behaviour."
"Intelligence is the capacity to improve upon
(1) McDoutall: Outline of Psychology, pp. 70, 71
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native tendency in the li:,ht of past experience."
Before beginning the positive side of our study v/e
may view it from the negative position throurh the eyes of V/at-
son, the Behaviourist. From his study of babes and young chil-
dren he definitely declares, (1) "There is nothing corresponding
to what is commonly called instinct \7hat v.-e have been cal-
ling instinct is a result largely of tr^'ning, belonging to
man's 'learned behaviour' "'Moreover, there is no such thing
as inherited capacity, talent, temperament, mental constitution
and charactsris t ics , •'
He proceeds to make an interesting point in his illus-
trption of the swordsman's son, who rather than inh-riting any
of his frther's deftness or inclin.-^ tion, -inherits certs in struc-
tural elerr.ents, hands, fingers, etc., '.vhich insure that he may
beconie a swordsman if his inclinations turn that way. The rest
is merely 'conditioning,' brought about by his father's hopes
for him, by putting a toy sword into his hand ^t an early age,
later by tallying with him, instructing him in the theory, and by
actu?l sword-pla}'' , thus shaping his inclinations and eventuat-
ing in his becoming a worthy successor of his father.
Ke insists further that this habit formation, or
'conditioning' begins in embryonic life and continues so rapidly
after birth that it is impossible to say what types of behav-
(1) Psychologies of 1925, p.l
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iour sre inherited. He classes as a 'metaphysical assumption,'
rather than a scientific definition, James' statement of the
instinctive as, "A tendency to act in such a way as to bring
about certain ends without having foresi ht of those ends."
"The infant," declares '/atson, "is a gradu^'te student in the
subject of learned responses by the time such behaviour as
James describes can be observed ."( 1
)
Turning from i/atson to Koffka, from mechanism to
'gestalt, ' or the configuration theory, we find ample support
for McDougall's position and refutation of V/atson's.
Professor Eoffka distin^'uishes between those isolated
activities which may easily be classed as reflexes, and those
in which there must be a particular state of the organism as a
whole, wh^ ch latter he classes as instinctive movements.
Here he ^.ives three illustrations as types of instinc-
tive movement(2):
1. The suckling of a new-born infant.
2. Certain birds which were reared in an artifi-
cial nest without parents, who, when the brooding season arrived
proceeded to construct nests of just such a type as their spe-
cies w^re in the habit of building under natural conditions.
3. A squirrel, taken from its nest at birth,
raised under artificial conditions, fed on milk and biscuits.
(1) Psychologies of 1925, p. 32
(2) Koffka: Growth of the i;.ind, Chapter III.
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When having approached raaturity it 'vas first presented with a
nut, after but a raorasnt of inspection, proceeded to .cnavv the
shell, expose and devour the kernel. Thereafter when . iven
too many nuts it would .go throurh digging, burying, and patting
down movements behind sofa or table leg, whereupon t v/ould go
away unconcernedly though the nut remained in plain sight.
"These examples demonstrate that a living
bein- can behave in a manner peculiarlj'- suited to its own ex-
istence without any relevant experience whatsoever."
"The forces which produce instinctive be-
haviour are not in the stinulus-si tuat"' on, they are within the
organism itself. When the needs of the or- anism have been sat-
isfied the action comes to an end let the instinctive activ-
ities are directed without previous knowledge of the end
Not only the need, but the v;ay in which it is to be satisfied,
appears to be inherited Failure to distinguish this last
characteristic seems to be mainly responsible for mechanistic
theories such as the chain-reflex theories ."( 1
)
So much for the controversy. e rai-jht quote
much more from other authors, but this is enough to indicate the
general trend of their thought. The evidence is in favor of
instincts. As Professor ''/atson claims to "get lost in the soph-
istry of 'foresight' and 'end' "(2) in James' definition of in-
(1) Koffka: Growth of the T'ind, np.l07, 108
(2) Psychologies of 1925, p. 12
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stinct, so v;e in turn find ourselves lost in the sophistry of
his learned and unlearned responses, V/e must answer, 'that is
exactly what we mean i nst i net .
'
( 1
)
The important element in the whole situption in so
far as Religious Education is concerned is in Trofessor
McDougall's last statement as quoted (p. 37), "Intelligence is
the capacity to improve upon native tendency the light of
past experi ence .
"
( 2)
Miss Calkins observes, in considering the relation-
ship of instincts and learnin;;:: "The wise teacher will foster
and stimulate such transitory instincts as should survive in
permanent habits, and will limit the outflow of the dangerous
instincts. Fie will, for example, take advantage of the age at
which the child is instinctively social in order to form gra-
cious habits of intercourse by v/hich to tide over the shallows
of the shy age; and he v/ill see to it that the child outgrows
the tormenting instinct without forming habits of cruelty."
And again, "Uot only by repeating, and thus preserving, my or-
iginal experiences, do I gain mental efficienc*/. I must change,
supplement, modify, control my experiences if I am to live
fully and effectively. oUch change or modifier tion of sense-
images and of instincts is called learning, or acquis it ion ."( 3
)
Adopting this scheme the teacher of lieligious Educa-
(l)Psychologies of 19-35, p. 14
(2 )L:cDougali : Outline of Psychology, p. 71
(3)Calkins: A First Book in Psychology, p. 95
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tion finds a large part of his duty laid out for him. Teach-
ing the child facts is a small part of his duty— tepchin^ him
to live, and live according to religious principles is much
more import?-nt. And how can he better guide him into the paths
of ritht living than by the directing or re-direct' ng of his
instinctive tendencies . Some of the instincts are good a.nd
forward looking in themselves and must be encouraged and
strengthened when at the height of their expression. Others,
such as fighting, mastery, hoarding, are not beneficial except
in certa'n restricted forms: these must be re-directed and
made to serve the higher interests of the individual, both as
they rel'^te to himself and to his place in society.
2. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF IDEALS:
A recent writer on this subject refers to the story
of Joseph, the young Hebrew lad, who was sold into Egyptian
slavery, and eventually came into the house of one Potiphar,
there to be subjected to a sudden temptation, strong, subtle,
insidious, by which he was nearly overcome, and from ivhich he
escaped only by rushing determinedly from the presence of temp-
tation. Havin'" recalled the story the \ir^teT asks, "'./hat promp-
ted this action on the p^rt of Joseph?" The reply to that ques-
tion naturally hinges on one's choice of psychological method.
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The mechanistic schools make the assertion thst from
childhood the boy had developed certain habits, definite neural
connections had been established, and when this particular stim-
ulation came he reacted to ^t in a merely mechanical manner;
the impulses passed over the accustoned nerve paths and without
any element of consciousness, compelled him to take to his heels
and run.
The purposive psychologist has something more to say
on the subject. He admits the early train'ng and the estab-
lished habits, but he contends that in addition there were cer-
tain definite ideals which had become part and parcel of the
thinking of the youn^v man: Ideals engendered by the instruc-
tion of his father, ideals drawn from an understanding of the
history of his race, froir! his knowledge of G-od, and from the
requirements which that Jod made upon his worshippers. Ideals
which came from his appreciation of the rights of oth-rs, the
duties of one individual to another, as well as the absolute
ideals of what is manifestly right or wrong.
'/hich explanation are we going to accept? and Does
it make any difference for Religious Education which we accept?
The first question must be answered by each individ-
ual according to his own convictions; we can make no sweeping
statements to cover it. The second question calls for serious
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thought; it is the purpose of this paper to ansv/er it, as v/ell
as to set up a back(-:round of judgment regarding the first.
mAT IS AN IDEAL?
Our f-irst cons i der^" t ion must bs as to .jUSt what con-
stitutes an ideal. Funk and V/agnall's dictionary'- says of an
ideal that it is "That which is taken as a standard of excel-
lence or an ultimate object of attainment." This ansv/ers quite
well, but may be somewhat extended. Royce(l) gives the follow-
ing statement of it: An ideal is any state of consciousness,
whether simple or complex, which when present is then and there
viewed as at least the partial expression of a single conscious
purpose . It appears in consciousness as having the significance
of an act of will." Dr. .\the?rn puts it very tersely: "An ideal
is an idea shot through with emotion."
Professor ?,:arlatt(2) states it in somev/hat more phil-
osophical language: "An ideal is an urge toward an act of a
whole self, the blue-print of a value. It is valid of reality,
but is not reality. It is formally real, but not materially
so until it has been attained, when it ceases to be an ideal
and becomes a value."
This latter definition gives us a leading clue to
the situation as regards Religious Education and perhaps throws
(1) Royce : The I'orld and the Individual, p. 22
(2) I'arlatt: Class Lecture in Principles of "eligious
Educa tion
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a light on the behaviour of Joseph: "An urge toward an act."
May such 'urges' be established throurh the medium of educa-
tion so that v/hen the opportunity to set arises the nature of
that potion may have been predetermined by the est'-^blishment
of this 'urge' or ideal? \7e shall hope to show that such is a
true statement of the case.
IDEALS THE BASIS OF ACTION OF EMINENT PERSONS OF THE PAST:
Looking back upon historical personages we can find
the 'urge to act' which guided their lives. Hot alvmjs did
this urge compel them to act; they frequently fell short of
their ideal. Hot always was the ideal such that v/hen brought
to fruition in action it produced value; it sometimes led to
d isvalue
.
Jimong the earliest records of life-controlling ideals
are those of the Biblical Patriarchs. From their communion
—
at least so they believed— with their God, they had received
rather definite ideas as to the best lines of action for both
individual and r-^ce. Certain actions lead to values, other to
disvalues. The dominant purpose of their lives was to fulfill
these values. They did not alwa5'"S succeed. David, King of
Israel, may be cited as an example, altho he had the highest
type of urge for his live, yet, in at least one occasion his
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action failed to square r/ith the ideal. or the most part,
hovfever, he proved himself a bulwark of righteousness and was
honored for the values which he attained.
.Jesus the Christ was the world's greatest idealist.
That is, he held and uniformly acted upon higher ideals than has
any other living being. Where he received those ideals, whether
they were God given, man given, or self attained is not essen-
tial here. a sinless life, love of mankind, compassion for
suffering and sorrow, complet"'on of a way of escape for the
?;orld's sinfulness— these were some of the urges which animated
him and eventually brought him to his death. Kor did his ideal-
ism end with himself; he held ideals of conduct and right rela-
tionships for the entire world: righteousness, justice, purit^r,
the brotherhood of man— these he held out as essential to
those who would comprise his 'Kingdom.'
We need not stay within Scriptural bounds— coming
down the centuries we perceive Martin Luther, 'a little monk,'
trained to obey and acclaim the dictates of a mercenary church,
suddenly fired w'th a new ideal, that of proving to the world
that there was something better, something more dynamic, some-
thing more eternal, more Christ-like than the making of pilgrim-
ages, paying of penances, buying of indulgences. This 'Something'
had to do with Justification and with faith, and neither the
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idea itself nor the zeal I'/hich placed it before the v/orld were
the result of any pre-established 'nenral patterns.' It was
an idea 'shot through with emotion,' an 'urge to act' that
value mip-ht result.
Some three hundred years ago a group of men and wo-
men becsrne fired with the ideal of 'freedom to worship God.'
So strong was this urge that life itself was valueless were
they deprived of the privilege of action in accordance with
their ideal. Theirs may not have been the highest ideal; we
cannot hold with them in all they did or said; but for them it
was such a powerful motivating force that they were willing
to become exiles in an unknown land that they might live and
worship as they saw fit.
It might appear that ideals are all of a religious
nature, but such is not the case. Ideals of overnir.ent , free-
dom, broth- rhood, equality, democrecy, are just as common and
just as potent as the former type. In the thirteen /imerican
Colonies there grew up, largely through a process of education
on the part of the leading minds of the day, an ideal of self-
government and freedom from tyranny. Let any man who thinks he
is but the slave of his nervous system subject him.self to the
hardships, the deprivations, the mental and physical sufferings,
the heart-aches and the body-aches of those who comprised the
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army of /ashington during the winter at Valley Forge, and see
how quicklji^ he will establish new 'neural patterns' which will
carry him out of his distresses. All the established habits of
the world thrown togeth-r would not have been sufficient to
carry men through such an experience were the3^ not anira^^ted by
a great ideal for which they were willing to suffer and to die.
Standing beside an auction block an awkward, ungainly,
untutored young man beheld a si:ht that filled him with repul-
sion as he saw wife torn from husband and mother from child to
be sold into hum.an slavery. Raising his heart, if not his hand,
he solemnly declared, "If ever I get a chanc? to strike that
thing, I'll strike it hard." This became the gre'^^t urge of his
life and of a service which eventuated in the emancipation of
the slaves.
In the course of the years the n-'tions engaged in a
mighty struggle for world dom.inion. Je saw the deadly spec-
tacle of men blindly follov/in^:- their leaders, learning the hab-
its of attack— "load, aim, fire!" "over the top:" "kill the
dirty Hunl" rip, mangle, and desecrate! This action may all
have becom.e a matter of habit as a result of constant practice.
Neural paths may have been established v;hich would send men out
to meet death at the call of a bugle or the ivord of command.
True though these facts may be, yet in the minds of those who
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were responsible for it all there was more than a nervous reac-
tion. There was an idea, an emotion, an urge— on the one hand
to gain universal control, on the other hand to 'make the v/orld
safe for democracy.' Each in its way was an ideal, low in the
one case, high in the other, but by each vr-re actions controlled,
the lives of men endangered, and the destinies of nations de-
termined .
In each of the cases cited above, from David down to
Woodrov; V/ilson, there existed as the control behind their ac-
tion, regardless of whether it related to things spiritual, gov-
ernmental, or democratic, an idea which was emotionalized, vit-
alized, volitionalized ; there existed a state of consciousness
which was the embodiment of an all-pervading purpose, and which
directed the outcome of their lives.
THE EFFECT OF IDEALS:
From the evidence given it is clearly apparent that
ideals are highly effective in producing values. An ideal dif-
fers from a nervous reaction in that the former is forward-
looking, hopeful of the future, purposive in its striving. A
reflex has to do with a present stimulus, it does not result
in planning for the future, nor in determining what one's course
of action will be should certain conditions arise. Conduct is
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the result of consciousness; its nature depends upon the urge
which directs it.
Dr. Athearn has stated that "Ideals arise in response
to that craving for coherency/ in life inherent in all rational
beings." Conduct, then, must be coherent. That is to say,
today's conduct must be consistent with tomorrow's conduct,
even though tomorrow may bring activity of an entirely differ-
ent nature from today's. It may be so different, indeed, that
no single nervous reaction could cover it all, but literally
thousands of different nerve pathways must be traversed. Yet,
if in all the minutiae of detail, conduct does show coherency,
as we believe, it bust be th^t there is existing, somev/here
within, a mental 'traffic officer' guiding the direction of
flow of the sundry nerve impulses. One may call this directive
force by any other name he chooses, but the fact remains the
same, and it is this force which ive call ideals.
IDEALS FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION:
Since the purpose of Religious Education is only in-
cidentally the impartation of information, primarily the forma-
tion of ch'^racter, and ultimately the development of a Christ-
centered life, it is apparent that such ideals should be engen-
dered as will lead one to conduct consistent with this ultimate
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purpose. To be Christ-centered one must have such ideals as
square ''/ith the ideals of Jesus, and those are to be discovered
only in His acts and teachings.
Chr"' St is spoken of as the 'Great Teacher' and such
we must acknowledge Kim to be if vie but face the facts. He was
ablp to take twelve rude, unlettered men and impress them with
such lastin:r lessons, such hi eh ideals, such eternal hopes,
that they were able to -o out from His presence with in:Pluence
second only to His own. If they lacked power and authority it
v;as because they did not quite measure up to His ideal, they
did not look quite hii^h enough. They thought He would establish
a temporal kingdom; He gave them an eternal one: they thought
He v/ould feed their bodies; He gave them the Bread of Life; they
thought He would live for the propagation of a gre'" t cause, He
died for it;— always His plan far outreached theTr abilitj^ to
estimate. But when they finally understood, their zeal knew no
bounds, they had learned to look higher than the earth.
In a training camp where soldier-s v/ere made ready for
the Great l/ar, a certain rookie, after about two weeks of drill
was beginning to 'funk out.' He couldn't march straight, he
couldn't keep his head up and hin shoulders back. In despair
he went to a brother who gave him wise counsel. He told him
while marching to fore:et his feet and the rect of his encum-
COLLEGE OF LlucRAL ARTS
LIBRARY
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brances, and to sssrch out somethinr^ before him and above him,
a tree top or perhaps a cloud, and setting his eyes upon it,
make it his objective. "You'll go straight," he said, "if you
just look high enough."
Therein is the secret of the whole question. To in-
spire high ideals is to teach one to 'look high enough' to ac-
compl-^'sh something worth while. Today we are bewailing the
attitude of youth, their willingness to get along v/ith the
secondcry things of life, partaking of mere pleasure, when
happiness might be theirs for the seelcing, yet the fault lies
not with youth but with our whole system of trs-'ning, our
psychology, our philosophy, in thPt it does not teach them to
'look high enough,' consequently they cannot be expected to
' go strai^'ht . '
HOW SHALL IDEALS BE ESTABLISHED?
The final question in this connection -is: Can ideals
be established where none existed before?
The answer to this question micht be mere speculation
w^re it not that definite laboratory data on the subject has
been compiled. This has been done by Dr. Voelker and recorded
in his book, "The Function of Ideals and Attitudes in Religious
Education." He shc's th^t ideals may be developed and that
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future conduct will be on the basis of such ideals.
Dr. Voelker's thesis has been reduced to the follow-
ing three tenets:
1. The emotional dynamic of desires, impulses, drives,
—
the hormic principle as Dr. I'cDougell calls -it, should be devel-
oped and directed instead of discarded.
2. This can be accomplished by the dissociation and re-
association of stimuli and responses.
3. Ideals may be the new stimuli to which old responses
are attached without the loss of their original dynamic.
Cn this basis he performed his tests with remarkable
results to the end that morf 1 character was established where
it had not existed and ideals, by which conduct was controlled,
were definitely formed.
Here, then, is cause for rejoicing on the part of the
teacher of Religious Education. Evidently ideals can be taught
or imparted, original impulses and instincts need be neither
destroyed nor repressed, but by redirection and control may be
made to produce new values, higher character, moral conduct,
a Christ-centered life. Thus will we have been aided in the
attainment of the aims of ' Rel i yi ous Education.
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3. THE DYNAMIC OF A GOD-CONSCIOUSNESS:
One of the advantages of the purposive system is to
be found in its encouragement of a belief in a personal God.
This is a very distinct aid to Religious Education because such
a belief carries a strong dynamic for the moral and spiritual
grov/th of the individual.
a. The Mechanistic Attitude;
Mechanism, tending toward, or entirely engulfing,
naturalism, has little place for God. Naturalism explains
ever.ything accordin; to natural law, as the naturalist himself
happens to conceive of that laiv, which is to say, he calls nat-
ural that which he is able to understand and demonstrate, super-
natural that which he cannot explain. He will not admit of a
greater I.;ind than his ov/n which may be able to explain more
than he, the naturalist, can understand.
For an extreme view we turn again to v/atson, who
is at least outspoken, whatever else may be said of him.. In
his introductory paragraphs( 1 ) , comparing the old and new psy-
chologies with regard to their concept of 'consciousness,' he
finds consciousness to be equivplent to the v7ord 'soul,' thereby
judging that the "old psychology is dominated by a kind of
subtle religious philosophy." This affords him the opportun-ity
to t-^ke his "'ling against reli: ion, as he continues:
(1) Watson: Behaviourism, p.'3.
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"No one knows ^ust how the jdea of a soul or the
supernaturr 1 started. It probably had its ori:-in in the general
laziness of mankind. Certain individuals who in primitive so-
ciety declined to work with their hands, to zo our hunting, to
make flints, to di: for roots, became keen observers of human
nature .
"
"They found that the loud noise from breaking
limbs, thunder and other sound-producing phenomena, would throw
the primitive individual from his very birth into a panicky
state, causing him to stop the chase, to cry, to hide and the
like These lazy but good observers v/oon found devices by
means of which they could at will throw individuals into this
fearsome attitude and thus control primitive human behaviour...
....The 'medicine man' of primitive times soon established an
elaborate control through sit;ns, symbols, rituals, formulae,
and the like. "Medicine men have always flourished, good
medicine man has the best of everything and, best of all, he
doesn't have to work. These individuals have been variously
called medicine rnen, soothsayers, dream- interpreters and pro-
phets Crganization among medicine men took place and we
began to have religions of one kind or another, and churches,
temples, cathedrals and the like, each presided ovsr by a med-
icine man The modern child from the beginning is confronted
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by the diets of medic"in8 men— be they the father, the sooth-
sayer of the village, the God or Jehoveh." (1)
To any but a "Ystsonian mind this concluding
statement is nothing short of blasphemy.
Professor I.CcDougall is smply justified in using
the caustic language v/hich he does(2),— "5y repudiating one
half of the methods of psychology and resolutely shutting his
eyes to three quarters of its problems, he (Watson) laid down
the program of Behaviourism and rallied to its standard -:11
those who have e natural distaste for difficult problems and a
preference for short, easy, and fictitious solutions .11
that is novel in the behavi ourist ic progrsm is the resolute
pretense th^=t the fpcts of human consciousness are of no inter-
est to the student o*" humpn nature, present no problems worthy
of consideration and may profiteblj'" be ignored."
Dr. Brightm.an( 3 ) makes a similar approsch in
criticising the position of "an influential positivistic move-
ment in current thought," which, while conceding "th?t in the
ideals and aspirations of humanity there is something worthy of
devotion, worthy, perhaps, of being called God," can see no
relation between the ideal values pnd the physical order of
nature "Let us then, they say, develop our highest pos-
sibilities; let us strive to reform the social order; but let
(1) \7atson: Behaviourism, p.
3
(2) Psychologies of 1925, pp.277, 278
(3) Brightrasn: An Introduction to Philosophy, p. 355
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us drop all questions of ontology and cosraolo.n-y from our con-
sideration." To which Dr. Brightman replies, "Such a stand-
point avoids a good many annoying problems, but to avoid is not
to solve The values of life are realities; and the physi-
cal world is reality I.Ian has no intellectual right to any
idea that he is unwilling to relate to the rest of his thinking.
If v;e have any idea of God, our logical conscience commands us
to inquire into the relation between that idea and our idea of
nature .
"
God is either a person or He is a non-entity.
To the naturalist, whether of the extreme or the mild type, He
cannot be a person, for persons of any type are not recognized,
either human or divine. God has to be to some degree what man
is. Like the shepherd in the Alps who saw a giant shadow of
himself projected upon a cloud in the valley belov; him and
thought he was seeing God, so the mechanist conceives of an
enlargement of himself anjd calls it God. If he thinks of him-
self as a machine then God is at best one of the controlling
mechanisms. If the universe is merelj'' blind force operating
according to certain inevitable and unchanging laws, then God,
if He exists at all, is a mere inactive principle, or back-
ground to the whole scheme. To others God is a personification
of human relationships, a sort of overseer of human welfare.
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Plainly, any curriculum of Reli,^'ious ^ducption thus
based cannot depend upon the character and nature of God to act
as an incentive to high thinking and right living.
b. The Purposive Attitude:
Purposive psychology, emphasizing the self or
personality of the individual, thinks of God as a Person. Being
such, we, as lesser persons, must have certain relationships
with Him. These relationships are extremely vital. They have
to do with the welfare and perpetuation of the self. This
Person also has purposes to the realization of which men are
essential
.
What one believes about God is one of the most
influential agencies in his live, for what he thinks of God will,
whether he admits it or not, be one of the greatest determiners
of his own character.
"IThat do we really want to know about God? Kis
omnipotence? It would frighten us out of our sense to realize
that. His omniscience? I7e could not understand it even if he
showed it. Kis omnipresence? The wings of our imagination
falter and fall limp in following such a conception. It would
do us no good to knov/ any of these even if God could reveal them
to us. Then what do we want to know? \7e want to know what his
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character is like, for whet he is like we, his children, must
he like."(l)
Any impartial study of comparative religions will
prove the truth of Dr. Jones's concluding statement. Their
thou';ht of God determined the nature of the Hebrew people.
Their way of living, their morel character, their conception
of right and wrong, their treatment of individuals, their care
of the oppressed, their respect for persons, in all this
they were eminently superior to their pagan neighbors. They
were superior in equal degree as their conception of God wes
superior.
Compare modern religions: the Mohammedan, the Bud-
dhist, the various cults and theosophies. Their life, morel,
spiritual, a (i physical, is what their conception of God makes
it.
The teacher of religion, therefore, realizing the
need of establishing charact-r, and more especially Christian
character, in the lives of those whom he teaches, finds the
most pow-rful incentive to ri,;ht conduct in the conception of
God as a Person.
"personalisra makes purpose the fundamental category
of personality, human or divine. The purpose of God as re-
vealed in experience is not that the universe shall be eter-
(1) Jones: The Christ of Every Road, p. 61
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nally and simul tsneously perfect, but rather th^t the persons
shall have an opportunity to grow. Not static completeness,
but development; The possibility of achievment is as con-
tingent on effort in a personalisti c world as it is in a world
of neutral entities, the possibility of failure is as resl; on
the other hand, the incentive for achievment is greater, the
tragedy of failure more poignant. "(1)
4. The Hope Of Immortality:
Very closely related to a belief in God is the belief
in immortality. "If there be s God, manJ s immortality is cer-
tain; if not, immortality would not be worth while. If God be
good, then somehow human persons must be immortal. To promise
so much, only to destroy us; to raise such hopes, and then to
frustrate them; to endow us with such capacit^"es th?t are never
to be "foully used; to instill in us a love for others, all of
whom are to be annihilated is unworthy of God. Faith in im-
mortality thus rests on faith in God. (2)
Mechanistic psychology cannot consistently hold any
brief for immortality. Denying the possibility of any self or
spiritual entity, it has nothing to be perpetuated. A human
being is the result of certain chemical combinations which,
at the event of death, dissolve into other combinations which
(1) Brirhtman: An Introduction to Philosophy, pp.334, 335
(2) Ibid.
,
p. 459
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have no relationship whatever to the indiv-'du^?! with v/hom they
were but just now concerned. Consequently it is only to be
expected that adherents to this view must turn from any pre-
vious hopes they may have had, and say sadly, "V/e can find no
evidence that the individual is immortal."
Purposive psychology, on the contrary, conceives of
a self, which is non-material, but exists in consciousness.
It is not subject to the physical laws of the natural world.
If this self does not continue then v/e are living In a pur-
poseless universe, ending in an unsolvable mystery.
"Unless the process of reality, taken in its total-
ity, to be a discontinuous and incoherent jumble, an inconsis-
tent and self-contradictory world, the most rational postul?te
in regard to the future is that selves may persist and attain
to higher levels of development under other conditions than the
present affords, "(1)
"Let not men and women undertake to teach the Christ-
ian religion if they have coihe to look upon the child as a
mechanism, as a temporary ripple of the cosmic substance, which
appears for a little while and then vanishes forever. A true
teacher of the Christian relirion must look upon childhood with
something of the reverence which Jesus manifested when He sr^id,
"Of such is the kingdom of heaven." The Founder of the Christ-
(1) Leighton: I^an and the Cosmos, p. 459
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ian religion said that it s not the v/ill of the Father in
heaven that one little one should perish. V/h?tever else you
may call it, you can hardly declare it to be a Christian re-
ligion which s&ys that, in the plans of God, all his little
ones will perish forever. "(1)
THE AIMS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION REALIZED
In the beginning we listed as the aims of Religious
Education these three: 1. Immediate or incidental- instruction;
2. Resultant or primary- Character formation; 3. Ultimate and
essential- Christ-centered lives.
The first or incidental aim will be realized under
whatever system is used, for the impartation of information is
the medium of mental growth and is essential to any educational
process
.
The second, character formation, is more easily at-
tained under the purposive system. r.Tan is here conceived of,
not as a mechanism, bound by the laws of the machine, compelled
to react according to foreordained decrees, but as an agent of
free choice, capable of choosing the good or the bad, the high
or the low. He, and he alone, is held responsible for his ac-
tions, and higher character becomes worthy of his striving,
because it can be obtained.
(1) Squires: Psychological Foundations for Religious
Education, p. 97
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The third aim, a Christ-centered life, cp.n only be at-
tained on the basis of purposive striving, for Ke built up His
whole doctrine on the basis of man's freedom of choice. "Strive
to enter in....," "Seek and ye shall find....," "Seek ye first
the kini';:dom . . . .
,
" "Be thou faithful....," these are some of
the words of the Great Teacher himself shov/ing the necessity of
personal choice and effort if one would be in accord with his
principles
.
Religious Education was first conceived of as curric-
ulum centered(l), that is, based entirely on the Bible, so
arranged as to teach the great and fundamental truths of moral-
ity and the Christian life. It was believed that knowledge of
these things would be sufficient to motivate the life of the
individual to seek the higher values. i7hen this was not ac-
complished to a sufficiently great degree it was stated that the
proper thing was a child-centered program, with a study of the
nature and needs of the child with the teaching adapted accord-
ingly. But adhering too closely, in the application of the
principle, to what the child is, rather than to what he ought
to be this program did not long hold the good opinion of edu-
cators, but gave way to the 'life-centered' program.
The error her is that in its enthusiasm for the life-
emphasis, the life-centered project los^s sight of the under-
(1) Argument based on Squires: The Pedagogy of Jesus,
Chapter XVII
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lying needs. Proceeding upon the assumption that all life is
biological, physical, it contents itself with esteblishing
guides of conduct and rules of socialized living. It entirely
disregsrds the fact thst life is four-fold physical, mental,
social, and spiritual,— and that to neglect the latter item
is not looking at life squarely.
A small group of religious educators early spoke
their disapproval of these various-centered programs with their
failure to carry through to the heart of the problem. They
declared that there wss but one solution and that was to adopt
the Christ-centered program, for, said one of their spokesmen:
"This solution is suggested by the inherent nature of the
Christian religion. Christianity is unique among all the re-
ligions of the world with regard to the place it assigns to its
Founder in its system of doctrine and in the life which in en-
ables its adherents to attain. Jesus is central in the Christ-
ian religion To make Jesus central in the program is to
make the pupil central also. To amke Jesus central is to make
the pupil's needs central He is the perfect ideel, and ^: f
He is so central in the teaching of the Church that children
and youth are enabled to see Him as He is, the foundations of
their religious development are thereby laid The teacher
ought to know the pupil, but the pupil should be taught to loiow
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Jesus By m^^kin,^ Jesus central in our tesching we make
the pupil more truly central than we do when we make the program
center in our own imperfect notions as to what the pupil is."(l)
It may be added, in conclusion, that to make Christ
central is not only to make his person and personality central,
but also his teachings. He tau- ht the Fatherhood of God and
the Brotherhood of Man. Ke emphasized the value of the indi-
vidual, the triumph of love over force, the attitudes of man
to man, freedom, justice, righteousness, peace. These are ^ust
those principles that we long to instil into the minds of youth,
and which are given added weight when spoken In the words of
the Gre^t Teacher.
But the teacher with Christ at the center of his
teaching has something more even than a body of idealistic
teachings. There is a mystical something that attaches to the
personality of Christ that is not to be found in any other per-
son, not even in any other gre^t religious leader. At an early
age the child may come to conceive of the definite relationship
which can exist between himself and Jesus. With this budding
faith there enters an influence which makes it at once desir-
able and enjoyable to live according to the principles He taught
and lived. This is, and should be, the ultimate purpose of
Religious, and more especially Christian, Education.
(1) Squires: The Pedagogy of Jesus, pp.291, 292
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